Peli Lights - 9450 RALS
Remote Area Lighting Systems
9450 RALS - portable work lights.
Peli’s well-known 1510 case, combined with
16 x 1 watt Luxeon LEDs do 9450RALS the
perfect companion in any work situation.
A suitcase with wheels and trolley handles are easy to transport and can be set up
anywhere. A rechargeable battery mounted
in the trunk, giving a total of 17 hours light
/ 9 hours at max power. Full recharging duration of 6 hours.
On the back of the trunk indicates small
LEDs on the battery power levels. At the
same time, the rear trunk also provides for
additional mains. All parts are stored in a
suitcase and can be assembled in minutes.
A telescoping rod in the aluminum can be
extended to 2.10 meters and lamp head
with the 16 LEDs provide 1280 lumen aortic pressure line, which ensures good light
for any area.

Black Orange

The beam has a range max. 90º. A bundled
lens can be fitted to switch from one focus
to a diffused light. Possibility of charge at
230V electrical outlet or by 12V mains from
the car.
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Peli Lights - 9450 RALS
Technical Specifications
Light Source			

Tested Lumen Value

LED				1280			
Batteries			

Battery Burn Time

Battery Pack/Charging Time

Lead Acid batteries		

9 / 17 hours		

6 hours				

Watts				Voltage

Weight w/Batteries		Weight w/o Batteries

25				12		20,87 kg			0 kg
Dimensions			Length			Width			Height

About Lotek Safety
More than 25 years of experience
make Lotek A/S one of the leading
suppliers of products and solutions
in the fields of fire protection, safety
and rescue. Lotek A/S is a well-established company whose experience
and quality product agencies are key
components in ensuring our customers
products and solutions of the optimum quality at the best price.
DBI certification number 232.398.
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